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GR.AMS 

Welcon:.J to Arts and Africa. This is Alex Tetteh-Lartey and today· we 
have a programme that ranges from music to art, from food to 
photography and from ancient to modern. And that 1·s where we begin -
here in the twentieth century, with twentieth century music. 

STRAIGHTEN UP AND FLY RIGHT - r'USBF LATEEF 

ALEX TETTEH-];ARTEI 

The music of Yusef Lateef and his Jazz Band. His is just one .of 
the- professional American bands that Sumni Smart Cole played with 
during his time in the United States. Sumni Smart Cole is from . 
Sierra Leone, he plays drums and percussion ( though never professionall~:' .· 
and has done so ever since the _Fr.eetown days of the "Soul Assembly" 
and "The Jazz Disciples". But 'musician' is only one of his many 
talents as Anne Bolsover recounted when s:1e met him recently in 
Lagos, Nigeriao 

.-ll.~)30J.AQY]:B 

Now you've been a designer, draughtsman, m1 1s1c1an, the man who's 
supposed to have brought the ll.fro hair-style to Nigeria and now, 
lately a successful photographer. That's an awful lot of things to 
have in rour life already. What did you actually start_ with? 

SUMNI SM.t'.RT COLE 

Well I was apprenticed to an architect when I was 17 years old and 
actually he taught me the rudiments of a.rcbitecture, line-drawing and 
lettering. From there I oranched off into other things. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

/md the 'other thj_ngs' included Sum..'1.i Smart Cole's love of jazz and 
his flair for . style, e?pecially in anything visual. It was only a 
few years ago - in October 1976 to be precise - that he became an 
art photographer. As f...n.i.'1.o Bolsover hac noticed, there are lots of 
photographers in Nigeria, many of them press photographers or 
specialising in portraits. Does Sumni Smart Cole find hi.mself in 
competition with them? 
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SillllNI SMJ\RT COLE 

Most Nigerian photogre.1'hers, I would say, are involved in portraits 
6nd quite a large number in press photography, but you see I don't 
see myself as competing with any of them because my style of 
photography j_s totally differ ent, mine is art-work and most others 
are busy commercialising their work. I like doing abstract photography 

ANNE BOLSOVER 

Why do you think portrait photography is so popular in Higeria? 

SUMNI SMART COLE 

Like in nearly every other part of the world people like to see 
themselves 9 images of themselves, so here people like taking 
photographs. They love, j_n fact 1 taking photographs. 

ANNE BOLSOVE]i; 

Tell me about some of the things you like tf.l,king first? Perhaps you 
could describe~ couple of your bes~ shots? 

SUMNI SMART COLS 

Well, there :.i.s the one of the boy that I call "Solitude - Lone Bird 
at. the Beach11 • This was taken in California. I like nature very 
mucho In fact, I belong to an ecological group called "The Sierra 
Club i, in America ~d I like mainly abstracts. 

f~NN'E BOLSOVER 

It seems to ~·;e very much a trend at the moment for a lot of people to 
-come to Africa and take photographs because life is different over here 
and there's a lot of light. Photographic subject are good, they're 
colourful1 but it's ma:Lnly white people com~ng in, taking their own 
vi0w. How do you feel, as an /.frican, about taking photographs of 
Africa and then exhibiting them abroad? 

SUMNI SM/~RT COLE 

I like to photograph, not really the people but to use my photography 
to expose poverty and suffering. I don't try to exploit suffering 
and poverty like most western photographers do. Mine is to use 
my art-form to expose that and try to contribute something that 
maybe helps the people get away from their suffering. 

ANNE BOLSOVER 

How do people react though, when you go up to take photographs, of 
them, especially people who are very poor, who are maybe sitt.ing 
in the streets or who are down and out? 

SUMNI SMART COLE -
Wel :, you' 11 be askL."1.g me to expose secrets. I try not to get too 
near them because I don't want them to feel that one is laughing 
at them. 
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P.NNE;__BO LS OVER 

In a lot of African countries people are very against photographers. 
They don't like having their photographs taken. 

SUMNI SMART COLE 

You mean against western photographers? I would say yes, because 
they are saying that one takes the photographs and maybe sells them 
and, of course, a lot of people here believe in superstition and 
they think that maybe one could go away and use the photograph to 
do something to them that might be harmful. 

ANNE BOLSOVER 

Now you've got an eyJ~ibition of your photographs coming up in Lagos 
.:i..n the near future. Can you tell me about some of the works that 
will be in that eyJlibition? 

SUMNI SMART r:OLE 

Well, I know for sure I'll be showing a photograph that I call 11In 
the Midst of Plenty11

, which wa s taken at the Bar Beach in Lagos o 

It was a photograph of a shack where a very poor man was living and 
in the background very, very luxurious beach-front houses owned 
mainly by big-shots in Nigeria. I'm trying to use photography, 
my style of photography to me.ke social statements. , . 

' 
nLF.JC TETTEH-Lt\RTEY 

The Sierra Leoneian photographer and many of many talents. Sumni 
Smart Cole talking to Anne Bolsover. News has come through UNESCO 
of plans in Zaire to build a museum at Isala in the northern 
equatorial province. If the project goes ahead it will house works 
of art and ethnography (that's examples of local cultures). The 
specialists preparing the project have been briefed to consider 

· museum visitors as active participators in creative activities 
presented by the museum and· there should be dancing music and theatre 
so that -the building can become . more of e. cultural centre than 
the· gloomy, dusty museums that some-of us -remember elsewh~re. It 
sounds as though, th.e museum adm:inistrat,ors of Nigeria have. a similar 
intention: to make their museums places that .people want to visit, 
not places they ought to visit. Emmanuel Rkwensi is He!3,d of 
Educational Services in the National Museum of Nigeria in Lagos, and 
he told Anne Bolsover about their policy. But first of all he · 
described the more conventional items on display - the antiquities. 

EMiVIANUEL EKWENSI 

So far the earliest materials we have collected come from the Nok 
region. The Nok culture has been dated to about 500 BC and that is 
the oldest culture we have discovered in Nigeria so far~ So all 
the terracottas from the Nok area have been collected and are now on 
disply an~ they form the oldest collections we have in Nigeria so far. 

ANNE BOL~QVER 

Is there a very distinctive style with~ say the Nok pieces. Does 
the style very much change from period to period? 
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EI'vJI',•lf' J:rtJEL EKWF.,NSI ..._ .... .,,,. er-,;-;,;;----·-
Yes I would say that, because Nok is distinctively different from 
any'other cultures we hc..ve discovered in Nigeria. Nok is made 
meinly of terracottas and sculptureso We have not discovered any 
bronze work in the Nok area. I~'s been mainly terracotta sculptures, 
and the style of Nok is so different from any other materials we 
have discovered in Nigeria so far. 

ANNE BOLSOVER 

Which would you say is the most important piece in the museum9 

EMMANUEL EKWENSI 

Well, that's a difficult questiono For me as a museum man it's 
really difficult to say becnuse each style appeals to me in a different 
way, but in ter ms of nge end in terms of sophist ication I think I 
would r ate the Nok sculptures as one of my favourites in the museum. 

lLEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

The National Museum of Ni6eria looks well- stocked to the ordinary 
visitor but Anne wondered whether, nevertheless, many Niger ian 
treaeures are still held outside the country. 

EMMf.NUEL EKWENSI --
I think this is a very important question. We find that a very good 
proportion of our works of art are out of this country and those 
which are out of the country make up the masterpieces9 because most 
of those things were m~de in what one could consider the classical 
period, when there was perfection. Then, through a process of 
colonialisation, a lot of them were taken out of this country and 
these were spread over Europe and /'.merica. We really think that the 
time has come for countries that ~ept most of t~ese objects that don't 
belong to them to think seriously of returning them to Nigeria. 
We admit that knowledge is universal and Nigerian cultural property 
is for mankind, but again we believe that as a nation, as a people, 
we have a right to retain within our borders, within our mu~eums 
those things created by our fathers for posterity, for children to see~ 
I mean, I think it will be very sad if our children have to travel 
outside Nigeria to learn about themselves, about their history and 
about their past. · 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Compared with many other countries, Nigeri~\ is well endowed with 
museums. There are fifteen local and national ones altogether . But 
several major centres don't yet have ~ny and so plans are afoot to 
build them at Ibadan, Enugu, Sokoto and Maiduguri (that's in the far 
north- east.) The new museums will have the example of their well-

established fellows t o show them what a wide range of activities ca.n be 
undertaken. There's support for archaelogical excavations, a programme 
of education for children and adults, and some r eally imaginative 
ventures like this one in the National Mureum in Lagos that Emmanuel 
Ekwensi describes. 



El'1M.JUWE:L EKWENSI 

'·le have the Museum Kitchen, for instance, which is created as an 
avenue for eating Nigerian food. We don't serve any other tupe of 
food beside Nigerian food, and also we don't serve spirits or liquor. 
We are serving mainly palm wine which is tapped and processed in 
Nigeria. The rationalle behind this is to promote and test the 
variety of food we have in this country. 

ANNE BOLSOVER 

You also have shows at the Museum Kitchen, don't you? 

EMMANUEL EKWENSI 

We do have week-end performances and at certain times we have lunch 
time performances too. Lgain we encourage artists to perform in the 
Museum Kitchen in a very informal and very relaxed atmosphere, so 
while one eats Nigerian food and drinks our palm wine you can watch 
very ~ight-hearted comedy, drnma, or a musical show or what have you. 
P..nother inovation we have introduced is the creation of the museum 
Craft Village. ngain, it's part of our community programme. We 
bring in craftsmen and women from different parts of Nigeria to 
practice traditional crafts in the museum and these people are on 
the payroll of the museum end so an opportunity is created for 
members of the public to heve first hand knowledge of how most of 
our crafts ~re really created. Lagos is a very urban city and you 
don't find these traditional crafts in too many places in Lagos, so 
the lin.lseum has become e focal point for people to be brought face to 
face with the simple crafts and technology of the people of Nigeria. 

ANNE BOLSOVER 

So really the musBum is really very much a part of peoples lives 
rather thnn just a building where they come to look at some art objecT? 

EI"fi\'!ANUEL EKWENSI 

Oh certainly. I mean, I think to an extent we hnve succeeded in 
making it part of the life of the people and also part of the 
community life& Our museum in Jos, for instance, it's very much 
community oriented, the museum in Ife, in Ogun, in the Cross Rivers 
State, Kano, Kaduna - all of them have this community flavour and 
this is what we are encournging because we know that it is only 
through that that our lin.lseums can succeed in. enriching our people. 
If we view them as monuments we won't succeed in reaching the people, 
and what's the use of having the museums when the people don't profit 
from what goes on in the museum? 

ALEX TETTEH-1.JI.RTEY 

Whetting my appetite there was Emmanuel Ekwensi of the National 
Museum of Nigeria talking to Anne Bolsover in Lagos. And as I make 
a mental note to visit the I1useum Kitchen the next time I'm in Lagos 
I 111 introduce our fina.l r,ulinary i tern. In the north of Nigeria this_., 
group of Hausa lin.lsicians ~re extolling some of the most popular Hausa 
dishes at a busy market. l~~d before I go off in dedpair to 
the canteen for my BBC scone this is Alex Tetteh-Lartey saying 
goodbye until this time next week. Goodbye. 
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